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BOTTOM FEED STOVE  – Low Maintenance    
Wood pellets are fed by an auger up into the fire pot, this motion then forces the ash out of the fire 
pot and into a large ash pan.  A Bottom feed stove such as a Harman, allows for a much longer burn 
time. Additionally, the recommended cleaning interval is monthly and not every few days as with a 
top feed stove.  
A bottom feed stove will burn any grade of pellet, even a high ash pellet without difficulty!          
  
TOP FEED STOVE - High Maintenance 
Wood pellets in a  top feed stove are dropped down into the fire pot, where the ash stays until the 
operator emptys the fire pot and re-starts the stove.  A top feed stove MUST be shut down every few 
days and cleaned, or the ash built up will smother the fire, and the stove will go out on its own.  
A top feed stove requires a premium grade of pellet, with a low ash content.  Any other wood pellet 
may require the stove to be shut down daily, cleaned, and restarted. 
  

TEMPERATURE CONTROL: A room sensing probe helps to maintain a consistent room temperature.  
Harman stoves are fully automatic, automatically lights on it’s own and shuts off as desired. 
  
EASY CLEANING: A Harman stove does not have to be disassembled to be cleaned.  There are no 
hidden baffles.  In fact, a quick cleaning can be performed on a Harman without even shutting the stove 
off. For example, one could clean the glass door while the stove was still running. 
  
HARMAN WOOD PELLET STOVE - OUR #1 CHOICE - MAKE IT YOURS! With a Harman pellet 
stove, all you have to do is set the temperature and walk away.  It really is that easy!  The fuel rate and air 
flow rates are all adjusted automatically, unlike most other pellet stoves.  With a Harman pellet stove, you 
will never experience the frustration in trying to set your fuel: ratio just right, as one does with a top feed 
stove.  
Being in the pellet business for 31 years, we have serviced/cleaned many different brands and models of 
wood pellet stoves.  Hearing customer testimonials regarding the Harman and personally having one in 

our own home, we are confidant in saying that, “No pellet stove is easier to operate, clean or maintain than the Harman wood pellet 
stove.”
  
WARRANTY  .  PARTS  .  SERVICE  Harman takes pride in offering a 2 year “Part & Labour Full Warranty”!
Unlike the huge box stores, we carry a full line of parts, years of experience and knowledge,and take great pride in offering superior 
service - our utmost commitment !     
  
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE - THE FIRST TIME!
We  hear of too many pellet stoves that have been purchased on impulse because of discounted prices, with the assumption that all 
pellet stoves are the same.   Once customers see the difference between a Bottom Feed Stove and a Top Feed Stove,  there is truly 
only one choice, A HARMAN !  
We used to sell both top feed stoves and bottom feed stoves, and would be pleased to show you how they differ.   
We understand that this is a large purchase and regardless of which pellet stove you choose, we promise to help make your  
experience with wood pellets enjoyable!   Remember, “Pellet Heat Is Amazing!”
  

A Harman Wood Pellet Stove As Low As $69.00 per Month
Same Day Approval  •  Don’t pay for 6 Months

  
Apply now by calling our office at 1-888-575-2734 or go directly to our financing company online through our website 

at www.fergusonsenergysystems.com


